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SEKAS Meetings & Notices
Important: Please always check this meetings list for the most up-to-date
information and on any changes to dates, extra meetings etc.

This Month’s Meetings
Sat 14th Apr: Guy Hurst on The Herschel Family. Alkham Village Hall.
Fri 20th Apr: Paddock Observatory Meeting.
Sat 12th May:

SEKAS AGM

All SEKAS meetings start at 7:30pm unless where stated.
*See the last page of ECLIPSE for directions to meeting venues

The current password to the Members Only section of
our website, www.sekas.co.uk, is: taurus2017
BAA SKY NOTES
This link from the BAA describes what to look out for in the night sky and includes a guide to the
main constellations that are visible, notes about the planets, and upcoming occultations:

https://britastro.org/skynotes

SEKAS Programme 2018
All SEKAS meetings start at 7:30pm unless where stated.

Sat 14th Apr: Guy Hurst on The Herschel Family. Alkham Village Hall.
Fri 20th Apr: Paddock Observatory Meeting.
Sat 12th May: SEKAS AGM. Please come and have your say in the running and future of
SEKAS.
Fri 18th May: Paddock Observatory Meeting.
Sat 9th June: Alan Snook on the "ARP catalogue". Alkham Village Hall.
Fri 15th June: Paddock Observatory Meeting.
Sat 14th July: Paul Thomsett on "From Victoriana to SEKAS: What did the Victorians do
for us?". Alkham Village Hall.
Fri 27th July: Paddock Observatory Meeting. A Total Lunar Eclipse will be visible.
Fri 10th & Sat 11th Aug: Perseid Observing Weekend at the Paddock, over two evenings.
Sat 18th Aug: Andrew R Brown. TBA. Alkham Village Hall.
Sat 8th Sept: Greg Smythe-Rumsby "Are we alone?". Alkham Village Hall.
Fri 14th Sept: Paddock Observatory Meeting.
Fri 26th Oct: Paddock Observatory Meeting.
Fri 30th Nov: Paddock Observatory Meeting.
Fri 28th Dec: Paddock Observatory Meeting.

2018 AGM
Dear Member,
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of South East Kent Astronomical Society
(SEKAS) will take place on Saturday May 12th 2018, starting at 7.30pm, at Alkham Village Hall.
The agenda for the AGM is listed below.
Copies of the 2017 AGM minutes, and the Accounts for the year ended 31st March 2018, will be
available at the meeting.
You are reminded that Resolutions for the AGM must be received in writing (email) by the
Secretary no later than Saturday 31st March 2018, which is 6 weeks before the AGM, in accordance
with our constitution. We will also accept nominations for any committee post up until the AGM
providing they have a Proposer and Seconder.
The Committee urges you to support this meeting and have your say in the running of the Society.
Joan Crossland-Page, Hon Secretary

secretary@sekas.co.uk

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
SATURDAY 12TH MAY 2018 AT ALKHAM VILLAGE HALL, 7.30PM
AGENDA
1. Opening remarks
2. Apologies
3. Matters arising from the last AGM
4. Publicity Officer’s report
5. Secretary’s remarks
6. Treasurer’s report and presentation of accounts
7. Chairman’s remarks
8. Election of the new Committee
9. To take resolutions as tabled to the Secretary
10. Vote of thanks from the Chairman to the retiring Committee
11. AOB
12. Closing remarks; close.

2018 KENT SCIENCE & ENGINEERING CENTRE
SPRING PROGRAMME
All meetings will be held on Tuesday evenings at 7.30 pm in Rutherford Lecture
Theatre 1, University of Kent.
Further information can be obtained from Dr C. Isenberg, Tel. 01227 823768,
Email:

C.Isenberg@kent.ac.uk

The lectures are sponsored by the Institute of Physics.

Tuesday 3 April
WILD WEATHER ? – IDENTIFYING WEATHER AND TO WHAT EXTENT CLIMATE CHANGE IS TAKING ITS TOLL
Dr Friederike Otto, University of Oxford
While some consequences of a warming world, namely an increased likelihood of more heat and high
precipitation extremes, are predictable, these so called thermodynamic consequences, on average
and regionally, can only be counteracted by anthropogenically induced changes in the atmospheric
circulation, and amplified by dynamic effects and counteracted by local forcings. To understand how
the risks of extreme events are changing requires holistic perspectives combining both
thermodynamic and dynamic effects as well as, ideally, how rain translates into flooding, drought
etc. Recent advances in the emerging science of event attribution provides the necessary basis on
which to build the tools needed to assess such risks at the special scales people care about.

Monthly SkyWise
By Alan Snook
Here is the follow-up to my SkyWise session at the March meeting. Stuff happening between the meeting and this
publication has been left out.

Monthly sky brightness survey
There is a citizen science thing running at www.globeatnight.org
Every month they pick a constellation and ask you to match your view of it with their series of charts showing it with
successively fainter limiting magnitudes/
Between April 6 to 15 they’ve picked Leo, and it’s Boötes turn May 5 to 14.
Match your view of the constellation to their charts

M44 The Beehive Cluster in Cancer

Cancer sits in the gap between the much more obvious constellations Gemini and Leo.Can you spot The Beehive
Cluster without using binoculars or telescope? It’s the yellow circle on the chart. The cluster appears much bigger
and much fainter than M45 The Pleiades. I use it as a guide to sky conditions. If I can see M44 well then I know it’s
a good night for hunting faint galaxies.
If you have a 10-inch or larger telescope see if you can spot some of the galaxies lurking behind M44. NGCs 2624,
2625 and 2647 are the easiest of the bunch.

Dwarf planet Ceres
While you are visiting Cancer why not have look for Ceres, it was at opposition last month.
It is about magnitude 8 so within range of binoculars. It moves quite a bit over the course of a week so get a current
position from a planetarium website, for example theskylive.com.

Try this - an easy to find, BIG crater on the Moon – Copernicus
(Diagrams are from Charles A Wood’s “The Modern Moon”).
You can’t miss 60-mile wide Copernicus. Look for it a few days after first quarter. Don’t just spend 20 seconds
looking at it and thinking “Done that, what’s next?” There are many things about Copernicus to take note of and
you’ll learn a lot about crater formation processes.

1. The first thing to note is that it’s not round. The rim is made up of 8 or 9 more or less straight segments
typically around 20 miles in length.

The polygonal outline is not unusual. Here’s an aerial shot of Meteor Crater, Arizona. This is probably due to
stresses in the ground which influenced how inner walls collapsed.
2. Note the terraced inner walls of the crater ramparts. The inner walls slumped after the impact, even in the
weak lunar gravity. But the walls didn’t go down like a lift, they slid down curving faults. The terraces tilt away
from Copernicus’ centre.

3. Next, check out the central peak. It is made of a type of rock completely different from everything around
about. The peak is olivine-rich rock excavated from 5 or miles down which rebounded up to the surface
straight after the original impact 1 billion year ago.
4. Look at the floor of the crater. The upper left quadrant between about 9 and 12 o’clock is smooth and dark. It
is formed of impact-melted rocks. The rest of the floor is rough, covered in hummocks. These may be cinder
cones resulting from volcanic activity triggered by the impact.

5. Compare Copernicus with Plato. Cratering theory is pretty well established these days. A crater Copernicus’
size should be 2½ miles deep but it’s only 2 miles deep. This is a result of the partial filling of the crater by the
impact melts etc.

Take a look at the crater Plato, which just a shade bigger than Copernicus. It has filled up with mare lava right to the
top of its central peak. This oozed up from depth through cracks in the original floor. Plato formed 3.8 billion years
ago, so is 2.8 billion years older than Copernicus. When Plato formed the Moon was still hot and molten in the
centre. By the time Copernicus formed the Moon had cooled off and was solid.
6. Copernicus has a prominent ray system. Rays are surface deposits of ejected material. Use a Moon map to find
the neighbouring craters Eratosthenes and Pytheas. The trio form and equilateral triangle. One of the rays runs just
to the east of Pytheas. This photo shows the ray running from bottom to top. Look for the small secondary impact
craters within the ray.
To see the whole of the ray system you should visit Copernicus again around Full Moon or a while after. How far can
you trace the milky white rays? They extend for 400 miles and more. Undoubtedly some of the splatter from the
massive collision that made Copernicus ended up here on Earth.

The Moon on 26th March - crater Plato and surrounding area. Very bright until the
cloud came in. Taken from 800 frame movie.
Phillip Young

M95; 8 x 10 min, 102 Starwave and the Atik 320e.

Tommy Norton

Venus & Mercury on 16th March from the Paddock.

Ashley Fuggle

Group shot of our Paddock Observatory Meeting on 16th March.

Paul Thomsett

SEKAS Facebook Groups
If you belong to Facebook please join our pages to keep fully up-to-date with
events, observations etc:
Search for
Or use this link

SEKAS (South East Kent AS) Members Only
www.facebook.com/groups/sekasmembersonly/

Search for
Or use this link

South East Kent AS Outreach
www.facebook.com/groups/SEKAS/

SEKAS MEETINGS PROGRAMME
All SEKAS meetings start at 19:30 unless where stated.
There is always an informal "Bring & Buy" and raffle at all our main meetings at
Alkham Village Hall
Main SEKAS Meetings are held at Alkham Village Hall,
usually on the SECOND SATURDAY of the month.
Regular monthly meetings at the Paddock/Observatory are usually held
on the THIRD FRIDAY of each month all year round. However, these dates can
change, depending upon astronomical events and the interference of Full Moon.
Oct – Mar irregular visits to members observatories, usually mid-week.
Any Time (only by pre-arrangement), observing meetings at the Paddock.
(These meetings will normally start at dusk and last until the last person leaves.)

Public Observing Meetings (Outreach)
First Friday of the month: OCTOBER to MARCH
Simon Langton Grammar School for Boys, Canterbury.
Can members please bring their telescopes along?

DIRECTIONS

Directions to Meeting Venues
Main Monthly Meetings:

Alkham Village Hall, Hogbrook Hill Lane, Alkham,

CT15 7BU. Sept to May, 7.30-10pm.
The Village Hall is just off the Alkham Valley Rd: There is a turning (Hogbrook Hill Lane) down to
the hall by the side of the Alkham cricket green (nearly opposite the restaurant Marquis).

The Paddock/Observatory:

Bramling Road, Bekesbourne, Canterbury,

CT4 5HD. This is the location of our observatory and dark sky site. Monthly Meetings held all
year round – Third Fridays. Meetings during the winter season will start at 7pm with the summer
months at 8pm.
A2 from Dover: Take the Kingston slip road, at the bottom of the slip road turn right to Howletts,
200m down the road turn right under the A2 Bridge. Go up the hill and pass the Highland Court
Farm, continue up until you come to a cross road turn left to Patrixbourne. Keep going keeping to
the right, at the top of the hill you are there. The site is to your right.
A2 from Faversham: Go past Canterbury & Bridge turn off then take the slip road to Barham at
the bottom turn left. Go up the hill and pass the Highland Court Farm, continue up until you come
to a cross road turn left to Patrixbourne. Keep going keeping to the right, at the top of the hill you
are there. The site is to your right.

OUTREACH
Simon Langton Grammar School for Boys:

Langton Lane, Nackington Road,
Canterbury, CT4 7AS - Monthly Stargazing – First Fridays, Oct-March, 7.30-10pm.
From the South take the Canterbury exit off the A2, follow this up to the roundabout by the park
and ride (by the Old Gate Inn), take the left fork down the Old Dover road.
Follow this road to a set of traffic lights at the B2068 Nackington road and turn left (signposted
Hythe) after ½ mile there is a turning to the right to Simon Langton School (Langton Lane).
From Canterbury take either the Old or New Dover roads and follow the signs for Hythe to bring
you to Nackington road. When you get to the School, follow the road round to the playground at
the rear where you will see the Star Centre and the Observatory.

SEKAS cannot guarantee that all pictures and contributions will be published in ECLIPSE, and we reserve
the right to edit your comments, text and images.
Any opinions expressed in this publication are those of the contributor and not those of the Committee or
SEKAS policy.

